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There has been a steady growth of research into interruption spanning two decades. The first observations indicating that interruptions appeared to be commonplace in busy clinical settings like the emergency department were soon followed by a potential link between interruptions and clinical error. We now know that the act of interruption is pervasive, perhaps universal, in clinical practice (and indeed most of life). Even apparently quiet and controlled spaces like the operating theatre are home to frequent interruption. There are now also robust studies demonstrating the sometimes negative impact of interruption on clinical work, and in the broader study of socio-technical systems in patient safety. The realisation of what an interruption actually is and how it affects clinical practice (and indeed most of life) is crucially, how technology can be designed to make its users tolerant to interruption.

For interruption science in healthcare to mature further, and make a significant impact on our understanding of health systems, and indeed improve those systems, a number of challenges now need to be met by the research community.

THE CHALLENGE OF METHOD

Looking back over the current state of interruption research in healthcare, the majority of papers have focused on simple counting studies using a variety of methodologies to demonstrate the extent and distribution of interruption across a variety of clinical settings and professional groups. Comparison across these studies is often difficult for a number of reasons.

First, and worryingly, the definition of what an interruption actually is varies across studies. Studies of computer alerts sometimes confuse the matter further by using the term ‘interruptive alerts’ when they actually mean ‘modal’ interaction, as defined in the HCI literature. There needs to be a standardised way of defining and counting interruptions, and the methods from psychology are probably the gold standard that we should use.

Second, the instruments used to count interruptions are not standardised, partly because of definitional variation, and partly because there are competing observational tools. It would be useful for the interruption research community to first review, and then come together to standardise working definitions and instruments. It should no longer be acceptable for researchers to invent new instruments without benchmarking their performance against existing ones.

The recent tradition in health research is to study interruptions in the real world using observational methods, which is a departure from the controlled and experimental approaches in both HCI and psychology. This has meant, primarily, that we genuinely have had to innovate in the development of observational instruments, but it also limits the generalisability of our findings and our ability to assign causality to what we see.

For example, first principles suggest that interrupted tasks should take longer to complete. However, the association between an interruption and longer task time has two causal readings. While an interruption to a task may make a task longer, it is also the case that the longer a task, the probability that it will be interrupted is also higher (called length-sampling bias). In a recent emergency department study, while the raw data showed that interrupted tasks were indeed longer, once length-sampling bias was accounted for, the surprising result was that interrupted tasks were shorter, not longer.

There are several lessons here. First, one should always be careful to attribute causality when association is demonstrated in observational studies. In this issue, Weigl et al report an association between interruption rate and subjective assessment of workload. However, as they acknowledge, whether more
interruptions lead to a higher perceived workload or whether those with high workloads attract more interruptions is unclear—the causality can and probably does go both ways. Second, it is clear that the effects of interruption are context specific. In busy settings, it seems that interruptions ‘steal’ from a fixed time budget of the primary task, and the only recourse is to hurry up or cut corners so that the next task can be started. In different settings, the literature tells us that when there is no time budget, we do see interruptions resulting in the lengthening of tasks.25

While there is much to be learnt from observational studies ‘in the wild’, controlled laboratory studies allow precise testing of causal propositions. While such experiments are the norm in HCI and psychology, they are rarely used in healthcare,26 and should be used more often. The only way to settle whether interruptions increase a clinician’s mental workload, memory load or task completion time in clinical task settings is to experimentally control the setting and use a randomised experimental design. Given the challenges of studying clinical settings, there is also a place for simulation studies that permit analysis of long-run behaviours, and reveal patterns that cannot be seen through labour-intensive observation or experimentation.16 27

THE CHALLENGE OF THEORY

Our understanding of the genesis of interruption, and its impact on human cognition, is becoming more fine grained. Not all interruptions are harmful, and there are settings in which interruptions appear well tolerated.28 As many are swift to point out, interruptions are often useful and effective tools for getting clinical work done, for managing urgency and for opportunistic completion of tasks when appropriate individuals appear.17

Indeed, interruptions are a complex phenomenon where multiple variables including the characteristics of primary tasks, the cognitive state of the individual being interrupted, the interruptions themselves and the environment within which interruptions occur, all may influence patient safety and workflow outcomes.16 This explains, in part, why it has been a challenge to synthesise or even interpret past research on the clinical impact of interruptions, because of the absence of common theoretical models, and heterogeneity in clinical settings, tasks, definitions and methods used.23 Many studies have been small and underpowered, and it is only now becoming clear that the context in which an interruption occurs is a significant determinant of whether or not it will have an impact,16 making generalisation from individual studies difficult. Context is everything, and clear descriptions of primary tasks, task sequences, interruption type and position in a task sequence, and memory prompts are essential to fully understand the results of individual studies.

We thus need to move from counting interruptions to understanding them. This means that we need stronger theoretical underpinnings to our research. Psychological research is paramount here, given its rich theoretical contributions to interruption science.6 23 Understanding that the impact of an interruption is dependent on its position in a sequence of tasks,28 how the interruption is handled or by the existence of memory cues in the working environment to assist task resumption after interruption, all help us explain the complex phenomena we observe in clinical settings.19

THE CHALLENGE OF TRANSLATION

The time has surely come when every interruption study includes clinical outcome variables, whether they be impact on the efficiency or safety of clinical processes, or hard outcomes like morbidity and mortality. Few current studies explore the impact of interruptions on any outcome variables, which context variables are associated with negative outcomes or how outcomes can be improved through reduction of interruptions.15 Simply counting more interruptions is unlikely to be helpful. We should, instead, be moving strongly from simply observing the effects of interruptions to studying how one can mitigate their adverse effects, and design clinical workflows and systems that either minimise or are tolerant to interruption effects.

The translation of interruption research has two broad goals. First, we need to understand which clinical tasks or which clinical settings are most at risk of the negative impacts of interruption. Second, we need to explore a variety of approaches to make these targets ‘interruption-proof’.

There are several places in clinical practice where interruptions appear a risky proposition. Medication administration,14 the preparation of chemotherapy,29 injectables30 and intravenous fluids31 have all been identified as frequently interrupted activities with a risk of patient harm. More generally, cognitive psychology suggests that there is risk in any setting where a task occupies significant attentional and memory resources for an individual, where there may be a sequence of subtasks, where the interruption is similar to the primary task and where there are few external aids to assist resumption from interruption.19 This list suggests that many clinical procedures, from induction of anaesthesia to insertion of central lines, may be opportunities for harm with interruption, and more effort is needed to understand the precise set of situational attributes that make a setting at risk from interruptions.
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Mitigating the opportunity for harm raised by interruption can be approached with a variety of methods. First, we can intervene to reduce the number of interruptions in a given setting. Working out the reasons why people interrupt each other, and finding alternate ways of supporting these information needs is an obvious strategy. If staff ask each other for routine information such as phone numbers, equipment location or how to use ‘the computer’, then better support of these informal information needs should translate into lower interruption rates.1 Educating clinical staff about the impact of interruption on patient safety should probably now be routine so that unnecessary or non-urgent communications are avoided or delayed. Any such educational programme should always carry the caveat that where there is concern for the safety or care of individuals, that interruption is always appropriate. Formal rules for interruption might be developed, but clinical decisions always require human judgement, and if a junior staff member is worried, they should be free to interrupt in a non-judgemental atmosphere.

Another approach to reducing interruption is to provide environmental cues to clinical staff either that they are entering a zone of higher risk, or that particular individuals are currently engaged in a risky task, and that interruption is not permitted or is limited to urgent communication. The idea of creating such ‘no interruption zones’ (NIZs) borrows much from the idea of a sterile cockpit in aviation.32 Some studies are now actively testing the merit of NIZs, with promising results, both in reduction of raw interruption numbers and improvements in outcome measures.33 34

If interruptions cannot be avoided, then a further set of interventions exist to assist individuals in managing the negative impacts of interruption. Clinicians can be taught a number of interruption-handling strategies and trained in multitasking, stretching from how they choose to respond to a request for interruption (saying ‘no’ is always an option), how to suspend a primary task in a state that makes it easy to return to and how to resume a previously interrupted task.16 19 35

Clinical environments and computer technologies can also be better designed to deal with interruption. For example, it appears that an individual’s capacity to recover from interruption is aided by environmental memory cues.25 When calculating a drug dose on paper, after an interruption the paper acts as a cue to help a clinician re-engage with the task, thus minimising error. Harnessing this understanding of interruption should help in the design of systems, such as electronic prescribing technologies,26 that are tolerant of their users being interrupted. Designing interfaces that make it clear what the current task is, where the user is up to in that task, and intermediate calculations, decisions or data used in the task, should all help make computer systems better suited to busy and interruptive clinical environments.

In summary, interruption science is of increasing importance in the endeavour to make healthcare safer and more effective, as the impact of interruptions become ever more apparent. The complex socio-technical nature of interruption, however, will not yield to the standard linear analyses so much loved in healthcare. This makes the study of interruption an important model for health services researchers more broadly. As we unravel the complex nexus between the design of clinical work, our spaces and human cognition, we will not just understand interruption, we will understand much about clinical safety.
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